
Document Forensics

Tackling mass automated identity fraud at scale with AI
If PayPal’s recent shutdown of 4.5 million 
illegitimate accounts proves anything, it’s 
that automation is both the strength and 
weakness of modern financial services.1 

It’s enabled incredible growth and low-
friction customer experiences. But it’s also 
opened the door to a new kind of criminal 
— one that leverages the same tools and 
operational efficiencies of startups to 
develop fresh attacks at speeds and scales 
never seen before. 

At the core of the problem is an industrial 
provision of fake, synthetic, and stolen 
identities, which exist through forged digital 
documents impossible to detect with the 
human eye, and bot-controlled behaviors 
that escape notice. This endless supply  
of identities lets fraudsters flood digital 
channels, iterate on their attacks quickly  
to find new ways of getting past checks,  
and automate winning tactics to scale up 
their damage. 

Because each new tactic is by definition 
unknown, Resistant AI submits every  
single customer interaction — their 
documentation and their behaviors —  
to a level of forensic analysis once done  
by humans, filtering out fake IDs and bots, 
and eliminating new attacks before they 
can scale.   

1  Forbes, Feb 2022: “PayPal Admits 4.5 Million Accounts Were Illegitimate As Fintech’s Fraud Problem Grows”

2  Lexis-Nexis real Cost of Fraud 2021 report
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How Document Forensics works
Document forgery detection 

Each submitted document is analyzed over 
550 different ways to catch signs of forgery 
— even on documents never seen before — 
and given a clear, explainable verdict. 

Serial forgery detection

All documents are compared to detect 
forgery patterns, uncover common 
templates behind industrially produced 
forgeries, and highlight identity reuse 
across different services. 

Serial onboarding detection

Any available behavioral data — from 
device intelligence to service usage 
patterns and more — is used to detect bulk 
account creations, stolen identities, bots, 
and account takeovers.  

Authentication-as-a-Service

Authentic documents and behaviors get 
modeled in production — quickly and 
economically with very little input — to 
enable automated approval, decline, or 
escalation workflows.  

Get in touch and request a demo now

www.resistant.ai | sales@resistant.ai
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Document Forensics

Make your customer interactions Resistant

Get in touch and request a demo now

www.resistant.ai | sales@resistant.ai

Resistant AI prevents 
the manipulation of 
invoices submitted to our 
marketplace.

It allows our investors to trade in  
security and saves my team a 
huge amount of manual work.

Alexandra Belkova 
Head of Operations, Roger

Resistant AI gives us reliable, 
real-time insights into our 
customer data with high 
degrees of precision  
and accuracy.

Dan Hagerty 
CEO - Founder, Habito

We use Resistant AI’s 
technology in our KYC 
process.

We greatly value the insights 
gained to help us validate the 
authenticity of documents 
submitted by customers.

Keren Levy 
COO, Payoneer

 � Catch stolen or synthetic IDs, bots,  
 account takeovers, and more…

 � Detect forgeries in ID cards, payslips,  
 accounts statements, utility bills, and more...

Stop all variants of ID fraud

 � Enrich your existing systems rather  
 than replace them. 

 � Get risk assessors and investigators  
 to confident conclusions faster.

Augment your existing checks with new smarts

 � Speed up approvals and  
 automate declines. 

 � Uncover new and unknown  
 threats before they spread.

Let good in, keep bad out

 � New account creation

 � KYC/Onboarding

 � Loan assessments

 � Claims analysis

Deter fraud across
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